1. (1A) According to a front-page story on the middle-class, how much money do middle-class families earn and what percentage of the country is considered middle-class.
2. (1A) Name the doctor mentioned in a front-page article on vaccines who is against their use. What type of medicine does this man now practice.
   Define: vaccine
   Define: cardiologist
3. (2A) What was the first line of the obituary printed in Australia’s main national newspaper that covered the death of Colleen McCullough? Why are some people upset?
   Define: obituary
4. (2A) Troy Bradley and Leonid Tiukhtyaev just broke two records for ballooning. Provide several details of their flight. Provide a map of their balloon’s flight path.
5. (2D) Why did Jack Phillips, owner of Masterpiece Cakeshop end up in front of the Colorado Civil Rights Commission in 2012. How did the commission rule?
6. (3D) What is the general topic of the political cartoon on page 3D?
7. (4E) William Shatner tells an amusing story of something that happened to him while he was moving through an airport security line. What happened?
8. (9E 10E) How much did it cost Norwegian Sun to travel through the Panama Canal? (Mark the location on the canal on an appropriate map.)
9. (13E) What is the topic of the first Ask Amy letter?
10. (Comics) Read “Baby Blues.” What does Hammie want from his mother?